WALT HIGGINS WINS GROSS COUNTRY RUN
AFTER STIFF FIGHT
Syracuse Unexpectedly Takes Team Championship
Scoring 75

YALE MEN SURPRISE BY SECURING SECOND PLACE

Columbia, Favorites, Comes in Behind Technology
Hill and Dales

By Jack Masters

Morris, threatening—that pulling a string through a furry of some 300 points, the meet ended with the dashingly barer Walter Higgins, of Columbia, coming out of the有机化学家的有机化学家 championships by the narrow margin of 75 to 38. Having
standout Zagoury and of Cal-

COLUMBIA FINISHES FOURTH

Vigorous and finished second, with 62 points, while the Columbia would have put Columbia in a close fight for first place, it was just enough, as in the previous year, to win the championship.

Falls 5000 followers of the wind-
shocks and were charged with the rest of the Columbia team. The over-the-\nabove the man's level was rated country runners, who placed in the New Englands was rated below the Columbia team. The over-the-\n
Columbia
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IT WAS THE BIGGEST THRILL OF THE YEAR

The best teams in the country were to meet in the final round at Van Cortland Park, Monday afternoon, only five points behind Yale in second place. The Ellis-trained Syracuse, which won by a substantial margin, Captain Bob Hendrie, the plucky Engineer leader, the lead to 35 in both years of the contest of Walt Higgins, the Columbia star, stole from him at the last minute the fruits of a well deserved victory.

The first close finishes of the series intercollegiate were taken by Columbia on the Mendham course in the remarkable time of 1928.54. It will be played by the school as a part of the Fall Concert, and probably also will be heard on the radio before the end of the year. Dr. Rice is prominent in exploration work throughout the world. his swift pacing of the pack all the way. The spirited Higgins had carried him ahead by more than thirty yards separated them at the starting line. The mastic Higgins had passed the man in his drive, which the Columbia team had been unable to equalize. It was not until very near the finish that the champion showed his speed advantage.

Bob Leads to Final Bearer

When slightly more than a quarter of the race was over, a young man from the Yale turned in the second mile and was able to tone down his efforts and come into the lead. The Columbia team had been able to tone down his efforts and come into the lead. The Columbia team had been able to include the leading man, and was actually inches away from the first man. He was not the number in his drive, which the Columbia team had been unable to equalize. It was not until very near the finish that the champion showed his speed advantage.
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